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Abstract
Letm and r be positive integers. Deﬁne f (m, r) to be the least positive integerN such that for every
coloring of the integers 1, . . . , N with r colors there exist monochromatic subsets B1 and B2 (not
necessarily of the same color), each havingm elements, such that (a)max(B1)−min(B1) max(B2)−
min(B2), and (b)max(B1)<min(B2).We improveprevious upper bounds to determine thatf (m, 4)=
12m− 9.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, progress has been made in the ﬁeld of Generalized Ramsey Theory for
colorings of the integers. Besides results related to Van der Waerden’s Theorem [12,7] and
Rado’sDissertation [10,7], exactRado numbers have been determined for various equations.
However,most of these results deal onlywith 2-colorings of the integers, e.g. [2,9,11].Along
different lines, Alon and Spencer [1] and Brown et al. [5], considered conﬁgurations of a
more strictly geometric nature. Bialostocki et al. [3] proposed another geometric Rado-type
problem: the determination of the function f (m, r), described below.
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Letm, r and k be positive integers. For ﬁnite subsetsX, Y ⊆ Z, the diameter ofX, denoted
by diam(X), is deﬁned as max(X)−min(X). Moreover, we say that X<pY if and only if
max(X)<min(Y ). A set X, colored with the elements from the cyclic group Zm, is called
zero-sum if the sum of the colors of all the elements of X is 0. Deﬁne f (m, r) to be (deﬁne
fzs(m, 2k + s), where s = 0 or 1, to be) the least integer N such that for every coloring of
[1, N ]={1, . . . , N}with r colors (with the elements from the disjoint union of i=1, . . . , k
labeled copies of the cyclic group, Zim, of residues modulo m, denoted Z
(k)
m , and if s = 1,
by an additional color class∞ /∈Z(k)m ), there exist m-element subsets B1, B2 ⊆ [1, N ] such
that: (a) Bi is monochromatic for i = 1, 2 (Bi is either zero-sum in Zjm for some j ∈ [1, k]
or monochromatic in∞, for i = 1, 2), (b) B1<pB2, and (c) diam(B1)diam(B2).
Their interest in the function f (m, r) was related to a conjecture they posed, concerning
a zero-sum generalization along the lines of the Erdo˝s–Ginzburg–Ziv Theorem [6], that
fzs(m, r)= f (m, r) for all r2.
They were able to determine that fzs(m, 2)=f (m, 2)=5m−3, that fzs(m, 3)=f (m, 2)=
9m− 7, and that 12m− 9f (m, 4)13m− 11, as well as give general bounds. Bolobás
et al. [4] signiﬁcantly improved these bounds in the monochromatic case when m = 2. In
this paper, we show that f (m, 4) = 12m − 9. This result, in addition to a result from [8],
shows that fzs(m, 4)= 12m− 9 as well.
2. The proof of f (m, 4)= 12m− 9
Let  : X → C be a coloring of a ﬁnite set X by a set of colors C. For C′ ⊆ C and
Y ⊆ X we use the following notation: (a) ﬁrstn(C′) is the nth smallest integer colored by
an element from C′; (b) lastn(C′) is the nth greatest integer colored by an element from C′;
(c) ﬁrst(C′)= ﬁrst1(C′); and (d) last(C′)= last1(C′). For the sake of simplicity, a coloring
 : [1, N ] → C will be denoted by the string (1)(2)(3) . . .(N), and xi will be used
to denote the string xx . . . x of length i. Hence  : [1, 6] → {0, 1}, where [1, 2] = 0,
(3)= 1, and [4, 6] = 0, may be represented by the string 02103.
The following theorem of Erdo˝s et al. [3] was used in their proof of f (m, 4) for the cases
r = 2 and 3, and will be needed for the r = 4 case as well.
Theorem 1. Letm2 be an integer, and let  : [1, 3m− 2] → {1, 2} be a coloring. Then
either
(i) there exists a monochromatic m-element subsetD ⊆ [1, 3m−2]with diam(D)2m−
2, or
(ii) there exist monochromatic m-element subsets B1, B2 ⊆ [1, 3m− 2] with B1<pB2 and
diam(B1)= diam(B2)=m− 1.
Proof. LetP=[1,m], and letQ=[2m−1, 3m−2]. From the pigeonhole principle it follows
that there exists a monochromaticm-element setZ ⊆ [1,m−1]∪Q. IfZ∩[1,m−1] = ∅
and Z ∩ Q = ∅, then diam(Z)2m − 2, and (i) is satisﬁed. Otherwise, Q = Z is a
monochromatic m-element set with diam(Q) = m − 1. Repeating the argument for the
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set P ∪ [2m, 3m − 2], it follows that either (i) is satisﬁed, or else P is a monochromatic
m-element set with diam(P ) = m − 1. Hence, if in both cases (i) is not satisﬁed, then by
letting B1 =Q and B2 = P , it follows that (ii) is satisﬁed. 
The majority of the proof consists in proving the following theorem, from which the
value of f (m, 4) will be shown to follow easily.
Theorem 2. Let m2 be an integer, and let  : [1, 8m− 6] → {1, 2, 3, 4} be a coloring.
Then either
(i) there exists amonochromaticm-element subsetB ⊆ [1, 8m−6]withdiam(B)4m−4,
or
(ii) there exist monochromatic m-element subsets B1, B2 ⊆ [1, 8m− 6] with B1<pB2 and
diam(B1)diam(B2).
Proof. Suppose that  : [1, 8m− 6] → {1, 2, 3, 4} is a coloring such that the conclusions
of the theorem do not hold. In view of (i), we can assume that:
If c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and |−1(c)|m, then last(c)− ﬁrst(c)4m− 5. (1)
The above fact will be used frequently throughout the proof. The following statement,
for which we give a short proof in the subsequent paragraph, will also be important:
|−1(c)|< 3m− 2 for every c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. (2)
Suppose that for some c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, say 1, |−1(1)|3m−2. LetB1 be the ﬁrstm inte-
gers of−1(1), and letB2 consist of the nextm−1 integers of−1(1) and last(1).Applying
(1) to color 1, it follows that last(1)−ﬁrst(1)4m− 5. Hence, since |−1(1)|3m− 2, it
follows that at mostm− 2 integers in [ﬁrst(1), last(1)] are not colored by 1. Consequently,
it follows that diam(B1)m+ (m− 2)− 1= 2m− 3. Moreover, since |−1(1)|3m− 2,
it follows that diam(B2)(3m − 2) − m − 1 = 2m − 3. Thus the sets B1 and B2 satisfy
(ii), a contradiction.
Let k be the number of colors c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} for which |−1(c)|m. Clearly 1k4.
We will proceed by considering three cases, each dealing with a different value that k can
take.
Case 1: k2. Let 3 and 4 be the colors such that |−1(3)|<m and |−1(4)|<m. Hence
|−1(1) ∪ −1(2)|(8m− 6)− 2(m− 1)= 6m− 4, yielding that |−1(1)|3m− 2 or
|−1(2)|3m− 2, contradicting (2).
Case 2: k= 3. Without loss of generality we may assume that |−1(4)|m− 1, that the
greatest integer not colored by 4 is colored by 3, and that ﬁrst(1)<ﬁrst(2). For the sake of
clarity, we will divide this case into 12 steps.
Step 1: ﬁrst(3)3m. Since |−1(4)|m− 1, and since the greatest integer not colored
by 4 is colored by 3, it follows that last(3)(8m − 6) − (m − 1) = 7m − 5. Hence from
(1) it follows that ﬁrst(3) last(3)− (4m− 5)3m.
Step 2: There exists an m − 1, such that  = |−1(4) ∩ [6m − 5 − , 8m − 6]|.
Let  be the number of integers colored by 4 that are greater than last2m({1, 2, 3}). Since
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|−1(4)|m− 1, it follows that last2m({1, 2, 3}) ∈ [5m− 4, 8m− 6], that = |−1(4) ∩
[6m− 5− , 8m− 6]|, that m− 1, and that last2m({1, 2, 3})= 6m− 5− .
Step 3: last(1)5m− 5− . Since |−1(4)|m− 1, it follows from the deﬁnition of 
(Step 2) that |−1(4)∩ [1,m]|m− − 1. Hence, min{ﬁrst(1),ﬁrst(2),ﬁrst(3)}m− .
Since ﬁrst(3)3m (Step 1), it follows that min{ﬁrst(1),ﬁrst(2)}<ﬁrst(3). Furthermore, in
view of ﬁrst(1)<ﬁrst(2), it follows that min{ﬁrst(1),ﬁrst(2),ﬁrst(3)}=ﬁrst(1), and hence
ﬁrst(1)m−. Consequently, it follows from (1) that last(1)(4m−5)+ﬁrst(1)5m−
5− .
Step 4: last(2)< 6m−5−. Suppose that last(2)6m−5−. Hence from (1) it follows
that
ﬁrst(2) last(2)− (4m− 5)2m− .
Hence, since ﬁrst(3)3m (from Step 1), it follows that [1, 2m −  − 1] = {1, 4}. From
the deﬁnition of  (Step 2), it follows that |−1(4) ∩ [1, 2m − 1]|m −  − 1. Hence
|−1(1)∩[1, 2m−−1]|m, yielding amonochromaticm-element set,B ⊆ [1, 2m−−1]
with diam(B)2m− − 2. Consequently, it follows that
ﬁrst(2)4m− 2 and ﬁrst(3)5m+ − 2, (3)
since otherwise by letting B1 = B and letting
B2 = {the ﬁrst m− 1 elements of color 2} ∪ {last(2)},
or
B2 = {the ﬁrst m− 1 elements of color 3} ∪ {last(3)},
it follows, since by assumption last(2)6m−5−, that diam(B2)(6m−5−)− (4m−
3)=2m−−2 (or, since m−1 (from Step 2), and since the greatest integer not colored
by 4 is colored by 3, that diam(B2)(7m− 5)− (5m+ − 3)= 2m− − 2), and (ii) is
satisﬁed, a contradiction. However, from (3) it follows that [1, 4m− 3] = {1, 4}. Hence,
since |−1(4)|m− 1, it follows that |−1(1)∩ [1, 4m− 3]|3m− 2, contradicting (2).
So last(2)< 6m− 5− .
Step 5: (a)> 0; (b) there exists amonochromaticm-element setD ⊆ [f irst(3), 8m−6],
such that (D)= {3} and diam(D)2m+ d, where d =max{0, (6m− 5− )− ﬁrst(3)};
and (c) m> 2.
Since last(2)< 6m− 5−  (Step 4), and since last(1)5m− 5−  (Step 3), it follows
that [6m − 5 − , 8m − 6] = {3, 4}. Hence, from the deﬁnition of  (Step 2), it follows
that |−1(3) ∩ [6m − 5 − , 8m − 6]| = 2m. Let f be the least integer colored by color 3
in [6m− 5− , 8m− 6]. If there are 2m consecutive integers colored by 3, then by letting
B1 be the ﬁrst of these 2m consecutive integers, and letting B2 be the last of these 2m
consecutive integers, it follows that B1 and B2 satisfy (ii), a contradiction. So there are not
2m consecutive integers colored by 3 implying, since there are at least 2m integers of color
3, that last(3)− f 2m; and also that (a) > 0. Thus if we letD′ consist of the ﬁrstm− 1
integers colored by 3 in [6m−5−, 8m−6] and last(3), it follows thatD′ is anm-element
monochromatic in color 3 subset with diam(D′)2m. By exchanging the least element of
D′ with ﬁrst(3), we obtain (b) a monochromaticm-element set,D, with diam(D)2m+d,
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where d = max{0, (6m − 5 − ) − ﬁrst(3)}. Note that since 2m4m − 4 for m = 2, the
proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete unless (c) m> 2.
Step 6: ﬁrst(3)4m−. If d2m−4, then fromStep 5 it follows that diam(D)4m−4,
and (i) is satisﬁed, a contradiction. So d2m− 5. Substituting the deﬁnition of d (Step 5)
into this inequality yields, if d = 0, that ﬁrst(3)(6m− 5− )− (2m− 5)= 4m− . If
d=0, then from the deﬁnition of d (Step 5) it follows that ﬁrst(3)6m−5−. Thus, since
4m− 6m− 5−  for m> 2, and since m> 2 (Step 5), it follows that ﬁrst(3)4m− 
in the case d = 0 as well.
Step 7: (a) ﬁrst(1)m− − − d − 3, where = |−1(4) ∩ [4m− − 2, 6m− 6−
− d]|; and (b) there exists a monochromatic m-element set B ⊆ [1, 3m− −− 2] with
diam(B)3m− − − 3.
Since ﬁrst(3)4m −  (Step 6), it follows from the deﬁnitions of  (Step 2) and 
that [1, 3m −  −  − 2] = {1, 2, 4} with at most m −  −  − 1 integers colored by
4. Hence there are at least (3m −  −  − 2) − (m −  −  − 1) = 2m − 1 elements
colored by either 1 or 2 in [1, 3m −  −  − 2]. By the pigeonhole principle, it follows
that (a) there exists a monochromatic m-element set B ⊆ [1, 3m −  −  − 2] either
of color 1 or 2. Since ﬁrst(1)<ﬁrst(2), it follows that if ﬁrst(1)>m −  −  − d − 3,
then diam(B)(3m −  −  − 2) − (m −  −  − d − 2) = 2m + d, and by letting
B1 = B and B2 =D (from Step 5), conclusion (ii) will be satisﬁed, a contradiction. So (b)
ﬁrst(1)m− − − d − 3.
Step 8: 5m− − − d − 74m− − 2. If d >m− − − 4, then the set B (from
Step 7), and the set D (from Step 5), satisfy (ii), a contradiction. So dm− − − 4, and
hence 5m− − − d − 74m− 3. Thus since > 0 (Step 5), it follows that 5m− −
− d − 74m− − 2.
Step 9: ﬁrst(2)> 2m −  −  − d − 2. Since ﬁrst(1)m −  −  − d − 3 (Step 7), it
follows from (1) that last(1)ﬁrst(1)+ (4m− 5)= 5m− − − d − 8. Hence from the
deﬁnition of d (Step 5), it follows that [5m− − − d − 7, 6m− 6− − d] = {2, 4}.
From the deﬁnition of  (Step 7) and from Step 8, it follows that |−1(4)∩ [5m− − −
d − 7, 6m − 6 −  − d]|, and hence last(2)6m − 6 −  − d − . Thus from (1) it
follows that ﬁrst(2)> last(2)− (4m− 4)2m− − − d − 2.
Step 10: |−1(4)∩[2m−−−d−1, 4m−−−3]|d+1. If there is amonochromatic
m-element set, T, contained in the interval [2m− − − d − 1, 4m− − − 3], then it
will have diam(T )(4m−−− 3)− (2m−−− d− 1)= 2m+ d− 2. Hence, since
ﬁrst(3)4m −  (from Step 6), it follows that by letting B1 = T and B2 =D (from Step
5), conclusion (ii) will be satisﬁed, a contradiction. So there are at most 2(m− 1) integers
colored by 1 or 2 in the interval [2m−−−d−1, 4m−−−3]. Consequently, since
ﬁrst(3)4m− (Step 6), it follows that |−1(4)∩[2m−−−d−1, 4m−−−3]|d+1.
Step 11: |−1(1)∩ [1, 2m− −− d− 2]|m. From Step 10, and from the deﬁnitions
of  (Step 5) and  (Step 7), it follows that |−1(4)∩ [1, 2m− −− d− 2]|(m− 1)−
− − (d + 1)=m− − − d − 2. Hence, since ﬁrst(3)4m−  (Step 6), and since
ﬁrst(2)> 2m −  −  − d − 2 (Step 9), it follows that |−1(1) ∩ [1, 2m −  −  − d −
2]|(2m− − − d − 2)− (m− − − d − 2)=m.
Step12:Contradiction. FromStep 11, it follows that there is anm-elementmonochromatic
in color 1 set, B1 ⊆ [1, 2m− −− 2], with diam(B1)2m− −− 3< 2m+ d. Thus
B1 and D (from Step 5) satisfy (ii), our ﬁnal contradiction.
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Case 3: k = 4. Without loss of generality, let (1)= 1. Hence from (1) it follows that
last(1)4m− 4. (4)
Without loss of generality let (8m− 6)= 2. Let  ∈ [1, 8m− 6] be the greatest integer
such that () = 2.
If < 6m − 5, then [6m − 5, 8m − 6] is monochromatic in color 2. Then by letting
B1=[6m− 5, 7m− 6] and letting B2=[7m− 5, 8m− 6], it follows that B1 and B2 satisfy
(ii), a contradiction. So
6m− 5. (5)
Without loss of generality, let () = 3. Hence from (1) and from (5), it follows that
ﬁrst(3)(6m − 5) − (4m − 5) = 2m. Since last(2) = 8m − 6, it follows from (1) that
ﬁrst(2)(8m− 6)− (4m− 5)= 4m− 1. Consequently,
[1, 2m− 1] = {1, 4}, (6)
and it follows from the pigeonhole principle that there is a monochromatic m-element set
B ⊆ [1, 2m− 1] with
diam(B)2m− 2. (7)
Let  ∈ [1, 8m − 6] be the least integer such that () = 1. If >m, then [1,m] is a
monochromatic m-element set with diameter m− 1, but by letting B1 = [1,m], and letting
B2 be the ﬁrst m elements of −1(2), it follows that (ii) is satisﬁed, a contradiction. So
m. Hence from (6) it follows that ()=4, implying from (1) that last(4)(4m−5)+
ﬁrst(4)5m−5. Hence, since last(1)4m−4 from (4), it follows that[5m−3, 8m−6]=
{2, 3}. Translating the interval [5m− 3, 8m− 6] to [1, 3m− 2] and applying Theorem 2.1,
it follows that either (ii) is satisﬁed, a contradiction, or that there exists a monochromatic
m-element subset F ⊆ [5m − 3, 8m − 6] with diam(F )2m − 2. In the latter case, by
letting B1=B (from (7)), and letting B2=F , conclusion (ii) follows, a contradiction. 
Theorem 3. For an integer m2, f (m, 4)= 12m− 9.
Proof. The coloring  : [1, 12m− 10] → {1, 2, 3, 4} given by the string
41m−12m−13m−14m−11m−12m−13m−11m−12m−13m−142m−1
was shown by Bialostocki et al. [3] to imply f (m, 4)12m− 9.
To see f (m, 4)12m− 9, let  : [1, 12m− 9] → {1, 2, 3, 4} be an arbitrary coloring.
From the pigeonhole principle, it follows that [1, 4m − 3] contains a monochromatic m-
element subset, P, with diam(P )4m− 4. Translating the interval [4m− 2, 12m− 9] to
the interval [1, 8m− 6] and applying Theorem 2.2 completes the proof. 
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